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Forecasting on weekly or monthly bucket periods 

 

In standard MAX Forecasting functionality is depending on the Order Policy. If the business process 

requires using Order Policy ‘Lot for Lot’ or ‘Order’ the forecasting functionality of MAX will not work 

properly anymore and can result in additional demand created by the MRP Explosion. 

The MAX Advanced Forecasting allows setting up a weekly or monthly Forecast Bucket Period on 

System Level or Part Level independent of the MAX Order Policy.  

The Sales Orders in the Forecast 

Bucket Period will be netted to the 

Forecast Orders in the Forecast 

Bucket Period so that the correct 

demand is created by the MAX MRP 

Explosion. During the netting process 

Pas Due Forecast Orders can be close 

automatically.  

If a Forecast Order is considered 

firm, if too many or to less sales 

orders are available for the forecast 

bucket period, the delta will be 

moved the next forecast order(s) after 

the forecast bucket period. 

 

Forecast Structure 

In MAX Advanced Forecasting a Parent and Component Forecast relationship can be setup.  

Forecast Orders are only created for 

the Parent Parts. Sales Order can be 

created for Parent and Component 

parts. The Sales Order to Forecast 

Order Netting process will net Sales 

Orders of Parent and Component 

parts to Forecast Orders of Parent 

parts. This way you can forecast on 

high runner parent parts and create 

Sales orders for component variants 

(low runner) which will also be 

taking into account for forecasting: 

 

A flexible XML load/extract of Forecast Orders and XML load/extract of Forecast Structures is available. 

On loading Forecast Orders existing Forecast Orders will be updated and if no Forecast Orders exist a 

new Forecast Order will be created. Forecasts can also be loaded by Year and Month/Week instead of 

Current Due Date. 
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Forecast Summary 

Forecast Summary shows the total of the Forecast/Sales Orders for per Part ID and bucket period.  

 

The options for the value in the grid are: Forecast Count, Forecast Amount, Sales Count, Sales Amount, 

Forecast minus Sales Count, Forecast minus Sales Amount.  

The Forecast can be shown in detail by combination of Part ID and Customer ID, the UDF Key of a 

Forecast Order is used to store the Customer ID.  

If you hoofer over a value in the grid with the mouse pointer the order numbers will be shown (tool tip) 

for the Forecast/Sales Orders which were used for the grid value. 

The Forecast count can be modified directly in the grid or a new Forecast can be added by changing a 

zero count. On decreasing the forecast count if more than one forecast order exists in the bucket period, 

the latest forecast order will be decreased first. On increasing the forecast count if more than one forecast 

order exist the first forecast order will be increased. 

On lowest row of the Part ID column a new Part ID can be entered, or selected through a browser by 

double clicking on the lowest row of the Part ID column. Forecast can now be entered for this new Part 

ID. 

By double clicking on a value in the grid the first Forecast Order in the bucket period will be opened in 

the Forecast Order Maintenance. If the Current Due Qty is changed on closing the Forecast Order 

Maintenance the corresponding count in the grid will be updated. 
 
With a right mouse click on the grid you can Edit (Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear, Select All), Export 

(Clipboard, Excel, HTML, Text XML), Reset Grid or Print Grid. 
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Forecast Order Excel Extract/Load 

Forecast Orders can be loaded from an 

Excel file per Part with a weekly or 

monthly Forecast in a cell.  

 

Existing Forecast Orders for a period 

(week or month) are updated or a new 

Forecast Order is created if no forecast 

exists for the period. 

 

A Customer ID can be entered to relate the 

loaded Forecast Orders to a Customer. 

The Customer ID will be stored in the 

UDF Key (UDFKEY_10) of the Forecast 

Orders. 
 

 

Forecast Orders and Sales Orders can be extracted by Order, Part, Customer ID or UDF Key and selected 

by Individual, Range or All. 

 

Forecast Orders and Sales Orders can 

be extracted by a bucket period of 

Week, Month or Quarter, de total for 

a bucket period stored in each cell of 

the Excel file.  

 

With the extract of historical Sales 

Orders it is also possible to use the 

forecast functionality in Microsoft 

Excel, starting with Excel 2017 the 

generation of new forecasts based on 

historical data and taking into 

seasonal influences. The number of 

periods for the new forecast can be 

specified (Weeks or Months). 
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